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results implicate that SSD model may predict modulation of the entropy effect, however, it is
unable to predict the exact effect change which is a great limitation of its predictive power.
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Poznato je da postoje v

li

repli

Ispitanici (N = gledali su sliku

na OSIVQ upitniku koji meri
kognitivne stilove tj. preferirani tip mentalnog predstavljanja (objektni, spacijalni ili verbalni).

posmatrala sliku (28-68% poklapaju V = 131, p <
V = 154, p < .05). Rezultati

koja je posmatrala sliku, dok u drugoj grupi postoji umerena negativna korelacija (r = -.48)
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This study was a replication of two previous studies which explored the relationship between
mental imagery and eye movements (Johansson, Holsanova, & Holmqvist, 2006, 2011).
Participants either looked at an image or listened to a spoken description and both groups
recalled what they experienced afterwards. Eye movements were recorded at all times.
Afterwards, participants completed a questionnaire of preferred mental imagery type. Results
show that overall correspondence during recall was only present in the group with the image
(V = 131, p < .05), while the other group only demonstrated directional correspondence
between eye movements and recall (V = 154, p < .05). Dispersion of eye movements was
related to object imagery (r = -.48), as opposed to spatial imagery in the original study, but
only in the group with the spoken description. Hence, the original results were only partially
replicated which suggests the relationship between eye movements and mental imagery is not
as clear as it seems.
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In the era of online social networks, bullshit is prevalent in our lives. As prominent New Age
figures illustrate, it might be lucrative to practice pseudo-profound bullshit which consists of
randomly arranged buzzwords with proper syntactic structure. Psychological research on this
topic has only recently begun; for example, neoliberals, those with lower intelligence and
paranormal ideation are more prone to this type of bullshit.
Our study had two goals. First, we wanted to examine pseudo-profound bullshit in relation to
different contexts and real meaningful quotes. Second, we wanted to replicate findings for
neoliberals and to investigate the association with disintegration.
A total of 144 participants (102 females, 42 males, Mage = 24.5, S = 7.55) completed 5-item
support for free-market scale and 20-item disintegration scale. They also rated profundity of 7
meaningful quotes (presented with or without author), 14 items from Bullshit Receptivity Scale
(presented with an alleged famous author, isolated or as a vignette) and 4 mundane items
presented as quotes. We constructed four forms and randomly included items. Across forms,
most of the scales showed satisfactory reliabilit > .62). Forms did not differ
on any of the dependent variables (Fs < 1.86, ps > .14)
A two-way repeated ANOVA showed the interaction between type of quote (real quote or
pseudo-profound) and context (with or without author), F(1, 143) = 10.66, p = 0.001,

= 0.07. Real quotes were rated as more profound than the bullshit, F(1, 143)=138.53,
p < = 0.49, and quotes with authors were rated as more profound than those without,
F(1, 143) = 7.50, p < = 0.05. Pseudo-profound bullshit presented as vignette was not
rated differently from bullshit with author (t(143) = 1.93, p = .055), nor bullshit without author
(t(143) = -1.97, p = .05).
We failed to replicate the relationship with the support for the free market (r = .05, p > .05) but
found the association with disintegration (r = .29, p < .001). All results held the same pattern
when we controlled for the ratings of mundane items as a measure of bias to profundity.
Overall, our results demonstrate that contextual information (
ambiguous and vague quotes, but do not affect meaningful quotes that have the merit of their


